
Using Process Tracing to Improve  
Household loT Users' Privacy Decisions

Challenge:
How can users manage the 
privacy settings of an 
interconnected set of 
household IoT applications?

Solution:
Uncover users’ processes to 
better understand how, why 
and when users’ privacy 
decisions are suboptimal
Methods: Eye tracking, process tracing,  
utility mapping, machine learning

Create and test a simple, 
central interface that integrates 
privacy settings across all 
devices within a household
Methods: UI design, default profiles, 
implementation, in-home evaluation

For privacy: first study to 
attempt to improve the privacy 
decision process itself 

For decision sciences: develop 
support of decisions where 
outcomes are vague, uncertain, 
and emotionally laden

Scientific Impact:

Develop a technique to study 
the “decidability” of privacy 
setting interfaces 

Centralize and simplify the 
privacy setting interfaces of 
existing IoT devices 

Account for cultural and 
regulatory differences 

Broader Impact:
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acquisition processes in these interfaces. MouselabWEB allows to do process tracing online: information 
is hidden and can be revealed by hovering the mouse over information fields. This changes the interface, 
and although the effects of this change on the decision processes are typically marginal [42] due to low 
information acquisition costs (hovers), we will compare the Mouselab results with eye-tracking in this 
study. The HTI-lab at TUE has a professional Tobii eye-tracker, but as our study requires many 
participants, we will develop a new approach using small-form eye-trackers2 that allow for cost-efficient 
large-scale eye-tracking, allowing us to run 8 participants in parallel.  

The study will present participants with a scenario in which they set up several different types of IoT 
devices for their home from several different manufacturers: i.e. a smart fridge by X and a home security 
system by Y, using a smart phone of brand Z, using mockup privacy settings interfaces. The study will 
follow a setup similar to previous work by PIs Kobsa and Knijnenburg [26]. The interfaces will be 
designed such that every possible setting is adjustable, but the order of settings, which aspects are shown 
or hidden, and whether options are shared by default or not, will be varied in a factorial design. Figure 1 
sketches such an interface for camera settings, on the left side with all levels collapsed (what and with 
whom is shared is hidden butssers can reveal further details using ‘see more’), on the right side unpacked 
on both of these levels (whom and what).  

The fully unpacked version of the system provides the user with full control, but will also cause 
information overload (which will likely be reflected in users ignoring a lot of information as reflected in 
the process data) and choice overload (reflected in many comparisons in the process data).  
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Figure 1: Collapsed (left) versus unpacked (right) privacy settings for a camera feature, all items selected by default. 

The different granularity of the information provided, along with different default settings and hidden or 
revealed sections, allows us to see what the maximum amount of privacy-related information is that 
people process (in terms of acquisitions and comparisons), and which type of display actually optimizes 
this amount. For this purpose we will not only look at the process data, but will also ask for subjective 
measures (cf. [26]) on ease of use, over-disclosure/privacy treat and satisfaction. 

The study will query about ~800 participants3 online (400US, 400 NL), using MouselabWEB, and 
another 400 participants in the HTI labs @ TUE that will use either MouselabWEB or eye-tracking. The 
																																																													
2	The HTI-lab at TUE already developed an API for EyeX that can capture fixations in a web interface. 
3	The exact number of participants will be determined by the granularity levels we decide upon after exploring 
existing interfaces. 	

Table	1:	Research	activities	at	TUE	and	Clemson.	Co-PI	Kobsa	(UCI)	serves	as	an	advisor	on	all	of	the	proposed	activities.	
 @ TUE: 

postdoc supervised by Willemsen, 
3Y funding 

@ Clemson: 
PhD student supervised by 
Knijnenburg. 2Y funding 

Cooperation 

Y1 - Process tracing study (lab, NL) 
- Determine optimal process metrics for 

“decidability” 
- Find optimal presentation structure for 

settings 

- Part worth utility mapping 
study (online, US+NL) 

- Analyze prominence of privacy 
characteristics 

- Develop privacy policies (US 
& NL) 

- M1: Kick-off meeting @ TUE 
- Bi-weekly conference calls 

Y2 - Privacy-setting interfaces study 
(online, US+NL) 

- Find optimal privacy-setting interfaces 
- Analyze differences US-NL 

- Implement interfaces in a real 
system 

- M13: all-hands meeting @ 
Clemson 

- Bi-weekly conference calls 
- M24: round-up meeting @ Irvine 

Y3 - In-home evaluation of privacy-setting 
interfaces (lab, US+NL) 

 Postdoc will visit Clemson for 
running US-based test (3 months) 
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